Letter to the Editor:

Good evening-

I am an MD/PhD candidate working with Stanford University radiologists to study perspectives on AI and Radiology. Would you be willing to forward the below survey solicitation to the IAPR listserv?

There is intense interest and speculation in application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to Radiology. With some AI experts suggesting that computation will completely replace human radiologists.

We are radiologists and AI researchers from Stanford. We want to poll experts’, such as yourself, outlook on AI’s influence in Radiology.

We would appreciate your filling out the very brief (2-3 min) survey, link below. Your answers will be directly compared with responses to the same questions from >100 expert radiologists.

This data will be published in a Radiology or technology journal, will help guide development, and would serve as a historical time stamp that would show, years from now, which group of experts’ perception was closer to reality.

Survey link: [https://goo.gl/forms/mv2e22iQsFFTLVwk1](https://goo.gl/forms/mv2e22iQsFFTLVwk1)

Thank you!

Adam Eltorai, PhD, Alex Bratt, MD, Haiwei Henry Guo, MD, PhD